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I. Summary of research supported under NAG-I-1803
1. Gravity waves generated by tropical convection: Research Assistant Professor
Joan Alexander and the PI completed a study in which a two-dimensional cloud-resolving
model was used to examine the possible role of gravity waves generated by a simulated
tropical squall line in forcing the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO) of the zonal winds in
the equatorial stratosphere. A simulation with constant background stratospheric winds
was compared to simulations with background winds characteristic of the westerly and
easterly QBO phases, respectively. In all three cases a broad spectrum of both eastward
and westward propagating gravity waves was excited. In the constant background wind
case the vertical momentum flux was nearly constant with height in the stratosphere, after
correction for waves leaving the model domain. In the easterly and westerly shear cases,
however, westward and eastward propagating waves, respectively, were strongly damped
as they approach their critical levels, owing to the strongly scale dependent vertical
diffusion in the model. The profiles of zonal forcing induced by this wave damping were
similar to profiles given by critical level absorption, but displaced slightly downward.
The magnitude of the zonal forcing was of order 5 m s -I day q. It was estimated that if 2%
of the area of the tropics were occupied by storms of similar magnitude, mesoscale
gravity waves could provide nearly 1/4 of the zonal forcing required for the QBO.
In addition to the ACMAP support under this grant, this work was partially
supported by the NSF physical meteorology program, which paid a portion of Dr.
Alexander's salary, and supported our use of the NCAR Cray YMP supercomputer. This
work was reported in Alexander and Holton (1997).
2. Gravity wave ray tracing studies: Research Assistant Professor Joan Alexander
developed a linear ray tracing model of gravity wave propagation to extend the nonlinear
storm model results into the mesosphere and thermosphere. The storm-generated waves
were first characterized with a combination of Fourier and wavelet analyses to quantify
their wavenumber and frequency characteristics, as well as their amplitudes and wave
packet dimensions. These defined the linear model inputs. A saturation condition is
included that describes dissipation of the waves at higher levels when they become
unstable. The model predicts that the storm-generated waves create large zonal mean
flow forces in the mesosphere. The analysis suggested that a single long-lived midlatitude
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stormmight contributea largefraction(upto 40%)of thedaily total zonal-meanwave-
driven forcing in themesospherexpectedfrom all gravitywavesources.This work is
reportedin Alexander(1996).
This samemodelwasextendedto studyglobalpropagationcharacteristicsandeffectsof
gravity wavesin themiddleatmosphere.In thisapplication,thegravitywaveswere
artificially specifiedin thetroposphereto begloballyandseasonallyuniform. Despite
theabsenceof anysourcevariability in themodel,monthlymeandistributionsin the
gravitywavedrivenzonalforcewith themodelshowedvery realisticseasonal,vertical,
andgeographicalvariationsin comparisonto observations.Theresultsdemonstratethe
importanceof variationsin thebackgroundwindsin interpretingobservationsof gravity
wavesandtheir effectson themiddleatmosphere.Thiswork is reportedin Alexander
andRosenlof(1996)andwaspartly supportedby agrantfrom theNSF.
3. Tracerfilamentation: Vertical soundings of stratospheric ozone often exhibit
laminated tracer structures characterized by strong vertical tracer gradients. The change
in time of these gradients was used to define a tracer lamination rate. It was shown that
this quantity is given by the cross product of the horizontal temperature gradient and the
horizontal tracer gradient. Climatologies based on UARS ozone data and UKMO
temperatures and on an ozone-like pseudo tracer (based on modified potential vorficity)
were computed. Three stratospheric regions with high lamination production rates were
found: the stratospheric overwofld near the edge of the polar vortex, the lowermost
stratosphere in the vicinity of isentropes crossing the tropopause, and in the subtropical
lower stratosphere. Seasonal variations, and contrasts between the Northern and Southern
Hemispheres were explored. This work (which was partially supported by the NASA
UARS program) was reported in Appenzeller and Holton (1997).
4. Mesospheric gravity wave modeling studies:. Although our emphasis in
numerical simulation of gravity waves generated by convection has shifted from
simulation of idealized two-dimensional squall lines to the more realistic (and complex)
study of wave generation by three-dimensional storms, we realized that owing to several
incremental improvements in the two-dimensional cloud model (specifically in boundary
conditions) it was possible to extend the top boundary of the model to the region of the
mesopause without encountering severe numerical problems (which had not been the
case with previous versions of the model). Thus, we have repeated our basic midlatitude
two-dimensional squall line simulation but have extended the domain to 2048 km in the
horizontal by 90 km in the vertical. Grid resolution is 2 km in the horizontal and 0.5 km
in the vertical, and a time-step of only 4 seconds is required to maintain computational
stability. Initial zonal wind and temperature profiles corresponding to Northern
Hemisphere spring conditions (westerlies in the stratosphere and mesosphere) are
compared to a simulation with no shear in the middle atmospheric background winds.
The simulation clearly exhibits the dramatic influence that convectively generated waves
can have on the dynamics of the mesosphere. High frequency gravity waves quickly
propagate nearly vertically into the mesosphere, followed by lower frequency waves,
which propagate upward and outward from the storm, forming a fan-like wave pattern
that in the mesosphere extends more than 1000 km to the front and rear of the storm. In
the simulation with no shear in the background winds of the middle atmosphere, waves
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propagatingto therearof thestormdominatein themesosphereastheydid in thelower
stratospherein previoussimulationsof suchmidlatitudesqualllines.However,when
realisticshearin themiddleatmosphereisadded,correspondingto springtimeconditions,
theforwardpropagatingwavesinsteaddominatethemesosphere.Wavebreakingis
vigorousin theseforwardpropagatingmodesthathavebeenDopplershiftedto high
intrinsic frequenciesby theshearin thebackgroundwind.Thebreakingnot only actsto
drive a strongzonalforcing in themcsosphcre,butalsoprovidcsasourcefor generation
of smallerscalesecondarywaves.
We haveusedthespectralanalysistechniquesdevelopedearliert,nderpartialsupport
from ACMAP (Alexanderetal., 1995)for adetailedanalysisof themesosphericwave
response.Theresultsaresimilar to estimatesfrom theraytracingmodeldevelopedby
Alexander(1996),thoughthelattermodeltendsto somewhatoverestimatewave
momentumfluxes.
In additionto theACMAP supportunderthis grant,thiswork waspartially supportedby
theNSFphysicalmeteorologyprogram,whichpaidaportionof Dr. Alexander'ssalary,
andsupportedouruseof theNCARCrayYMP supercomputer.An oral presentation
basedon thiswork will bepresentedasaninvitedpaperat theRossby100Symposiumin
Stockholm,June1998,andwaspublishedin aspecialissueof thejournal Tellus [Holton
and Alexander, 1999].
5. Gravity wave climatology studies: As a continuation of previous modeling work
aimed at developing constraints for parameterizations of the effects of gravity waves in
the middle atmosphere, Research Assistant Professor Joan Alexander applied a linear
gravity wave propagation model together with observations of the background wind and
stability fields to compute climatologies of gravity wave activity for comparison to
observations. This work did not lead to the expected constraints for parameterization's
because it was found that quantitative comparisons between observations and the model
depend sensitively on the strength and intermittency in gravity wave sources, properties
which are largely unknown. Instead the results lead to some new interpretations of
existing observational studies of the climatology of gravity wave activity. It was found
that globally and seasonally uniform gravity wave sources input to the model can
reproduce many of the seasonal and geographical trends seen in data from both satellite
(UARS Microwave Limb Sounder) and rocket-based platforms. Previous interpretations
of the observed climatology have instead often emphasized the importance of seasonal
and geographical variations in gravity wave sources for explaining the wave activity
variations.
Observations in the lower stratosphere from radiosondes were found to be more sensitive
to true variations in gravity wave sources than were the satellite and rocket observations.
The results of this model comparison also suggest some new ways to analyze and report
observations that can yield useful consuaints for gravity wave parameterizations in the
future. This work is reported in Alexander (1998), and was also partially supported by the
NSF, and through a grant from NASA for UARS research.
6. Convective forcing of gravity waves: Professor Alexander in collaboration with
Dr. Rajul Pandya, a postdoctoral researcher at NCAR, has completed a theoretical study
of gravity wave forcing by convective heat sources in both linear and nonlinear
mesoscalemodels. Theconvectiveheatinggeneratedin anonlinearstormmodelwith
full microphysicswasusedto specifythetime-andspace-varyingheatsourcein apurely
linear,but otherwisevery similar,model. A comparisonvia spectralanalysisof the
stratosphericwavefieldsin thetwo modelsteststhehypothesisthatknowledgeof the
convectiveheatingcanbeusedin a linearmodelto infer thespectrumof vertically
propagatingwavesforcedby convection.Theresultssuggestit canpredictthedominant
vertical wavelengthsandfrequenciesof thewavespectrum,but with amplitudes
significantlylarger thanseenin thenonlinearmodel. Thedeepconvectioncreatesa
regionof low stability in theuppertropospherethateffectivelyfilters muchof theshort
horizontalwavelengthenergyfrom thespectrumof gravitywavesenteringthe
stratosphere.Dissipationmechanismsactivein thenonlinearmodelalsoplay an
importantrole by bothdampingtheshortestscalewavesandredistributingwaveenergy
from shorterto longerhorizontalscales.Thework hasbeensubmittedfor publication
(PandyaandAlexander,1999).
7. Gravity wave observations from UARS: Dr. Charles McLandress has nearly
completed an 18 month visit (partly supported from other sources) to work on data
analysis and modeling for interpretation of gravity wave observations from the
UARS/MLS in cooperation with Dr. Dong Wu at JPL. The objective of this work is to
apply ray tracing, and other model techniques, in order to determine to what extent the
horizontal and vertical variation in satellite observed distribution of small-scale
temperature variance can be attributed to gravity waves from particular sources (e. g.,
convective activity over the Amazon or mountain waves generated by flow over the
Rockies), rather than reflecting changes in the spectral distribution of waves imposed
through filtering by mean winds.
Horizontal temperature variances derived from optically-thick radiance measurement's
from the Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) on the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
are used as a proxy for gravity wave activity in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere.
The six-year dataset, which includes both limb-scanning and limb-tracking
measurements, provides information for horizontal length scales ranging from 30 to 1000
km. A careful examination of the horizontal and vertical scale-sensitivity of MLS is made
and the resulting three-dimensional response functions are used in the interpretation of
the results. Seasonal climatologies exhibit regions of large variance at high latitudes in
the winter hemisphere and distinct maxima in the subtropics over the continental
landmasses in the summer hemisphere. Attention is focused on the summertime maxima
since these are unlikely to be a result of filtering effects by background mean winds
which exhibit only relatively weak longitudinal variations there. A gravity wave ray-
tracing model that employs background mean winds for the same period as the MLS
observations and an idealized three-dimensional response function is used as an
interpretive tool. The model results reveal that mean wind effects are not responsible for
the longitudinal variation of the summertime subtropical maxima. Furthermore the model
is also able to simulate the variance patterns for the different viewing geometries of MLS.
Finally, a comparison of the MLS results to maps of cloud top temperatures shows a good
correspondence in the summer-time subtropics providing evidence that an important
source of these waves is deep convection. This work has been submitted for publication
(McLandress, et al., 1999).
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8. The annual and interannual variations in temperature and mass flux near the
tropical tropopause: Dr. Elena Yulaeva completed her doctoral dissertation in April
1997. Her work consisted of observational and model studies focused on elucidating the
relative contributions of local tropospheric processes (e. g., the Hadley circulation) and
remote forcing from the extratropical stratosphere ('downward control') to the
temperature and vertical velocity distribution near the 1()0 hPa level in the tropics. For
the observational part of this work Yulaeva used the NCFP/NCAR reanalysis of global
weather data for the past 17 years. Evidence from this analysis was that between the 200
and 100 mb pressure levels the vertical circulation changed character dramatically from
tropospheric control to stratospheric control. For the modeling study she developed a
nonlinear zonally averaged model based on the transformed Eulerian mean equations in
which the residual meridional circulation was computed for specified diabatic heating
and zonal forcing. Results from the model generally supported the hypothesis that the
vertical transport velocity at 100 mb and above is controlled by dynamical processes in
the stratosphere. The model also revealed the importance of midlatitude dynamical
forcing in influencing the strength of the tropospheric Hadley circulation. A paper based
on this work will be submitted for publication.
9. Three-dimensional cloud model: Since July of 1996 graduate student Claudio
Piani has been studying the stratospheric impact of the generation and propagation of
gravity waves in a three-dimensional simulated tropical squall line. As the basis for this
modeling effort we are using a new cloud model developed in the MMM Division at
NCAR, which has a more accurate advection algorithm than the model that we previously
used, can be run in a nested grid mode, and is designed for running on high-end
workstations. Unfortunately, we discovered that although the nested grid was satisfactory
for tropospheric storm studies, gravity waves in the stratospheric portion of the model
domain exhibited unrealistic reflection at the boundaries of the interior fine mesh domain.
Hence we were forced to abandon the nested grid approach and are running the model on
a single domain with horizontal dimensions of 550 by 550 km and vertical depth of 42
km. The grid elements are 2 km in the horizontal and about 1/2 km in the vertical (with
finer resolution near the surface). Mr. Piani initialized the cloud model with December
thermodynamic and tropospheric wind soundings from Darwin Australia, a location in
the tropics where there are unusually good observations. The initial fields were smoothly
matched to the stratospheric wind and temperature fields previously used by Alexander
and Holton (1997) in their two-dimensional simulations of tropical squall lines
(supported in part by this grant).
Mr. Piani has now completed three simulations: (1) a control case with constant
stratospheric winds (nearly zero relative to the storm motion); (2) a case corresponding to
the westerly shear phase of the equatorial stratospheric quasi-biennial oscillation; and (3)
a case corresponding to the easterly phase of the quasi-biennial oscillation. In all cases
the tropospheric convection develops along a bow shaped gust front, but is centered at
any instant in 2 or 3 cumulonimbus towers near the center of the domain. An example of
the vertical velocity field at the 40 km level resulting from the gravity waves generated
by this convection is shown in the attached figure 2. In the control case the waves
propagate outward from a source region in a manner analogous to surface waves
generatedby astonethrowninto apond,thusresultingin temperatureandwind
perturbationsthatform acircularpatternin thestratosphere.Theresultsshownin figure
2 arevery similar to theobservationsreportedin Dewanetal. (1998).
By contrastwith thecontrolcase,in thewesterlyandeasterlyshearcasesthewave
activity to theeastandwestof thesource,respectively,is filtered by critical level
absorptionbelow the40km level. Thusonly aportionof the"wave circle" remains.
Vertical profilesof thewaveactivity in east-westsectionsthroughthestormcentershow
that thethreedimensionalgravitywavesimulationsharesmanycharacteristicsof the
two-dimensionalsimulationsperformedearlier.A paperdescribingthisresultsis being
preparedfor publication.
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